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Comparative population genetics of a mimicry locus
among hybridizing Heliconius butterfly species
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The comimetic Heliconius butterfly species pair, H. erato and
H. melpomene, appear to use a conserved Mendelian switch
locus to generate their matching red wing patterns. Here we
investigate whether H. cydno and H. pachinus, species
closely related to H. melpomene, use this same switch locus
to generate their highly divergent red and brown color pattern
elements. Using an F2 intercross between H. cydno and
H. pachinus, we first map the genomic positions of two novel
red/brown wing pattern elements; the G locus, which controls
the presence of red vs brown at the base of the ventral wings,
and the Br locus, which controls the presence vs absence of
a brown oval pattern on the ventral hind wing. The results
reveal that the G locus is tightly linked to markers in the
genomic interval that controls red wing pattern elements of
H. erato and H. melpomene. Br is on the same linkage group

but approximately 26 cM away. Next, we analyze fine-scale
patterns of genetic differentiation and linkage disequilibrium
throughout the G locus candidate interval in H. cydno,
H. pachinus and H. melpomene, and find evidence for
elevated differentiation between H. cydno and H. pachinus,
but no localized signature of association. Overall, these
results indicate that the G locus maps to the same interval as
the locus controlling red patterning in H. melpomene and H.
erato. This, in turn, suggests that the genes controlling red
pattern elements may be homologous across Heliconius,
supporting the hypothesis that Heliconius butterflies use a
limited suite of conserved genetic switch loci to generate
both convergent and divergent wing patterns.
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Introduction

A major goal of modern research in evolutionary biology
is to identify the genes and specific nucleotide variation
responsible for adaptation (Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007;
Stern and Orgogozo, 2008). A related follow-up is then to
determine whether the same genes are used repeatedly
to generate convergent and divergent phenotypes among
closely related taxa (Gompel and Carroll, 2003; Hoekstra
and Nachman, 2003; Sucena et al., 2003; Wittkopp et al.,
2003; Shapiro et al., 2004; Colosimo et al., 2005; Mundy,
2005; Protas et al., 2006; Kingsley et al., 2009; Steiner et al.,
2009). The bold wing patterns of Heliconius butterflies
offer a powerful system to answer these questions
because there has been incredible phenotypic diversifica-
tion within the group, combined with convergence
among species because of natural selection for Müllerian
mimicry (Brown, 1981; Joron et al., 2006 a). However,
much of this diversity is controlled by a small number of
large effect, Mendelian switch loci (Sheppard et al., 1985;
Gilbert, 2003; Jiggins et al., 2005; Kapan et al., 2006).
Recent work has positionally cloned genomic regions
responsible for a number of these switch loci and shown
that across the genus, loci with similar effects on wing

pattern are located in similar positions on homologous
chromosomes (Kronforst et al., 2006 a; Joron et al., 2006b).
For instance, comparative analyses (Baxter et al., 2008)
have shown that the same narrow genomic interval of a
few hundred kilobases houses the switch loci that control
red wing pattern elements in distantly related co-mimics,
H. erato (HeD locus) and H. melpomene (HmB and HmD
loci). Furthermore, association and expression data point
to the same gene, Kinesin, as a potential candidate in both
species (Baxter et al., 2010; Counterman et al., 2010).

Across Heliconius species and subspecies, the shape,
size and position of red wing pattern elements are highly
variable as is the hue, which can be brown, orange,
crimson or pink (Figure 1a). Although convergent red
phenotypes appear to have a conserved genetic basis in
Heliconius, it remains unknown whether phenotypically
divergent forms use the same genetic machinery to
generate entirely novel red pattern elements. Previously,
we showed that the presence of red vs brown at the
ventral base of the wings in H. cydno and H. pachinus, a
Mendelian trait called the G locus (Figure 1b), maps to
the same chromosome as the B/D loci of H. erato and
H. melpomene (Kronforst et al., 2006a). Furthermore, in
crosses between H. melpomene and H. cydno, part of
the G phenotype (the thin red line at the base of the fore
wing) showed no evidence of recombination with the
large red band on the H. melpomene fore wing, HmB,
indicating that these traits are very tightly linked or
controlled by the same gene (Naisbit et al., 2003). Here
we use genetic mapping and fine-scale analyses of
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genetic differentiation and linkage disequilibrium (LD)
to show that the G locus of H. cydno and H. pachinus
may be homologous to the B/D loci of H. erato and
H. melpomene.

Materials and methods

Genetic mapping
We genotyped an F1 and F2 intercross between H. cydno
galanthus and H. pachinus at 44 Amplified fragment
length polymorphism markers, one microsatellite and
three gene-based markers on the chromosome containing
the G locus. Two of the gene-based markers were single-
nucleotide polymorphisms, in genes contained within
the B/D candidate interval, Ashwin (gene 3 in Figure 2)
and Sine Oculis (gene 10 in Figure 2). We also scored each
F2 individual for two wing pattern traits, G and Br.
The G locus is a Mendelian trait, characterized by the
presence of brown vs red pigmentation at the base of
the ventral fore- and hind wing (Figure 1b). Hetero-
zygotes are variable but show both colors. The Br locus is
a second Mendelian trait that is characterized by the
presence vs absence of the brown oval pattern seen on
the ventral hind wing ofH. cydno. The anterior side of the
Br oval is often obscured by the action of the unlinked
Yb locus so the trait was scored based on the presence vs
absence of the posterior portion. Heterozygotes show the
brown oval pattern. We determined the order of markers
on the G linkage group and the positions of G and Br
relative to these using Joinmap 3.0 (Van Ooijen and
Voorrips, 2001) and Mapmaker/Exp 3.0 (Lincoln et al.,
1993) using methods described previously (Kronforst
et al., 2006 a, 2006 c).

Population genetic analyses
We PCR amplified and sequenced a total of 18 genomic
segments from 15 genes spanning the B/D interval as
well as a portion of MRSP, a linked gene that lies outside
of the G candidate interval, and Caspase, an unlinked
control gene (Supplementary Table S1). For each region,
we generated comparative DNA sequence data for 16

H. cydno galanthus, 16 H. pachinus and 16 H. melpomene
rosina individuals from Costa Rica (Supplementary Table
S2). We assembled sequence data into contigs using
Lasergene SeqMan 8 (DNASTAR, Madison, WI, USA)
and identified and scored SNPs and polymorphic indels
by eye. We calculated polymorphism-specific FST values
in all pairwise comparisons of the three species using
Arlequin 3.0 (Excoffier et al., 2005). To test for evidence of
enhanced genetic differentiation within the candidate
region, relative to the rest of the genome, we compared
average marker FST values for G-linked markers, includ-
ing MRSP, to 15 unlinked control genes sequenced
previously (Kronforst et al., 2006b, 2007) plus Caspase
(Supplementary Table S1) using Mann–Whitney U-tests.
This test was chosen because FST values were not
normally distributed in some comparisons. Our final
data sets consisted of approximately 12 kb of compara-
tive DNA sequence data for G-linked markers and 9 kb of
DNA sequence data for control genes. Finally, we
estimated composite LD (r2) among all polymorphic
sites within and between species using the method of
Weir (1996) as implemented in Counterman et al. (2010).

Results and discussion

To examine the potential homology among HeD, HmB/D
andH. cydno/pachinus G, we first mapped G in a cydno �
pachinus F2 brood, relative to markers in the B/D interval
(Figures 1b and c). Markers in the interval and G were
tightly linked (0 recombinants in 65 individuals).
In addition, we also mapped a second wing pattern
trait, the Br locus, which controls the brown oval pattern
on the ventral hind wing of H. cydno. This switch locus
was known to be syntenic with the B/D/G loci and
approximately 20 cM away (Naisbit et al., 2003). That
placement was confirmed by 17 recombinants between
G and Br out of 65 individuals (Figure 1c).
To examine fine-scale patterns of association through

the B/D/G candidate interval, we next performed a
population genetic screen, comparing SNP and indel
allele frequencies among H. cydno, H. pachinus and
H. melpomene (Supplementary Table S2). H. cydno and

Figure 1 The genomic position of loci controlling red/brown color pattern elements is conserved across Heliconius butterflies. (a) Photos of
vental wing surfaces show red and brown pattern elements. The G locus controls the presence of red vs brown (codominant) at the base of the
ventral wings, Br controls the presence (dominant) vs absence (recessive) of the brown oval pattern on the ventral hind wing and B controls
the presence (dominant) vs absence (recessive) of the red band on the fore wing of H. melpomene. (b) Segregation at linked loci G and Br in an
F2 intercross between H. cydno and H. pachinus. (c) Mapping G and Br loci, relative to conserved markers, revealed that the G locus is tightly
linked to the same candidate interval housing the B/D loci of H. melpomene and the D locus of H. erato. Unlabeled horizontal lines on linkage
maps indicate positions of other linked markers. Comparative data for H. melpomene and H. erato are from Baxter et al. (2008, 2010).
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H. pachinus diverged approximately 0.5Myr to match
different mimicry models, and their common ancestor
split from H. melpomene approximately 1–1.5Myr
(Kronforst et al., 2006b). Despite displaying highly
divergent wing patterns, these closely related and inter-
fertile species hybridize and experience interspecific gene
flow across Costa Rica (Kronforst et al., 2006b; Kronforst,
2008). Compared with data for unlinked control genes,
there was evidence for elevated differentiation between

H. cydno and H. pachinus within the interval (mean FST,
interval genes¼ 0.222, control genes¼ 0.126, U¼ 217.5,
P¼ 0.032). Comparisons with H. melpomene did not reveal
significantly elevated differentiation in the interval (melpo-
mene vs cydno: mean FST, interval genes¼ 0.452, control
genes¼ 0.337, U¼ 179, P¼ 0.126, melpomene vs pachinus:
mean FST, interval genes¼ 0.496, control genes¼ 0.337,
U¼ 180, P¼ 0.223) likely because of high-background
genetic differentiation.

Figure 2 Surveys of genetic differentiation and linkage disequilibrium (LD) through the G locus candidate interval in comparisons among
H. cydno, H. pachinus and H. melpomene. For each of 116 polymorphisms (Supplementary Table S3), we calculated FST values in comparisons
between (a) H. cydno and H. pachinus, (b) H. cydno and H. melpomene, and (c) H. pachinus and H. melpomene. Red points indicate markers with
significant (Po0.05) FST values. Marker order: 1, DNAJ/HSP; 2, Popeye; 3, Ashwin; 4, Sin-Ex; 5, Slu7; 6, Kinesin; 7, GPCR; 8, Esterase; 9, Epoxide
hydrolase; 10, Sine Oculis; 11, LRR; 12, Strabismus/Van Gogh; 13, SCY-1; 14, THAP; 15, Helicase (Supplementary Table S1). LD heat maps for
(d) H. cydno, (e) H. pachinus and (f) H. cydno and H pachinus together, with similar plots for H. melpomene and pairwise comparisons with
H. melpomene in Supplementary Figure S1. White rows/columns indicate comparisons involving monomorphic positions or missing data.
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Marker-by-marker analyses of differentiation through
the interval revealed no obvious hotspot of divergence in
any pairwise comparison of the three species (Figures
2a–c). There were fixed differences (FST¼ 1) throughout
the interval in comparisons involving H. melpomene, and
moderate differentiation throughout the interval in the
comparison between H. cydno and H. pachinus. Although
there were no obvious peaks of differentiation in the
cydno/pachinus comparison, the polymorphism with the
highest FST (0.568) was in epoxide hydrolase (gene 9),
which is in the cluster of genes housing the B/D
candidate gene, Kinesin (gene 6). Analyses of LD revealed
an area of enhanced LD covering the region from genes 5
to 9 (Figures 2d–f), visible most clearly in H. pachinus
but also seen in H. cydno. This finding is consistent with
a similar pattern of elevated LD in the same area in
H. melpomene (Baxter et al., 2010).

Overall, our data did not reveal a defined region of
association in the candidate interval, but the general
increase in differentiation in the interval between
H. cydno and H. pachinus, as well as the signature of
enhanced LD around the candidate gene cluster, support
the hypothesis that this region has experienced selection
and may house the variation responsible for alternate G
phenotypes. This lack of a defined signal of differentia-
tion is in sharp contrast to the strong, localized
differentiation centered around genes 5–9 in compar-
isons between geographic subspecies of H. melpomene
that differ at the B locus (Baxter et al., 2010). It is also
different from the localized signature of differentiation
observed between H. cydno and H. pachinus at the
position of another mimicry locus, Yb (Baxter et al.,
2010). The Yb locus, which controls the presence or
absence of a yellow band on the hind wing, is located on
a different chromosome and again appears to be
homologous across H. melpomene, H. cydno, H. pachinus
and H. erato. In the Yb interval, there is a defined hotspot
of differentiation between H. cydno and H. pachinus,
centered on a leucine-rich repeat gene, but comparisons
between subspecies of H. melpomene show generally
elevated differentiation in the interval but no isolated
hotspot of association. The reasons for these different
signatures of selection among species and patterning
genes are currently unclear. However, the variation may
reflect differences in (1) the strength or timing of
selection, (2) the amount of background divergence and
LD among hybridizing taxa and/or (3) the complexity of
the underlying genetic basis of different traits (that is,
whether one or multiple-linked sites contribute to
generating the phenotype). Future work, focused on
characterizing the functional variation responsible for
alternate phenotypes at each of these color-patterning
loci, will eventually allow us to tease these potential
explanations apart.

A larger question in the field of evolutionary genetics
is whether the same genetic mechanisms and pathways
are used repeatedly to generate convergent phenotypes.
In Heliconius, natural selection for Müllerian mimicry has
resulted in radical wing pattern diversification among
subspecies and closely related species, coupled with
convergence among distantly related species to produce
multiple, independent origins of nearly identical wing
patterns. The results presented here for the G locus
complement and extend other recent work showing that
all Heliconius butterflies appear to use the same, limited

suite of major switch genes to generate color pattern
diversity, both convergent and divergent (Kronforst et al.,
2006 a; Joron et al., 2006 b; Baxter et al., 2008, 2010; Papa
et al., 2008; Counterman et al., 2010). If this is true, it
suggests a variety of important follow-up questions. For
instance, over what evolutionary distance is this genetic
architecture conserved? In addition, do all Heliconius use
the same switch genes because these are the only (or
easiest) ways to alter wing pattern or is it a product of
their recent common ancestry? Expanding the scope of
comparisons with other taxa will be essential to answer
these questions and some intriguing hints already exist.
For instance, Beldade et al. (2009) recently mapped the
genomic positions of multiple lab-generated wing pattern
mutants in the butterfly Bicyclus anyana, and found that
four of these mutants localized to three linkage groups
known to containHeliconiusmimicry switch genes. Although
still preliminary, these emerging comparative data suggest
that the genomic intervals targeted repeatedly by natural
selection in Heliconius may have far-reaching effects on
patterning and pigmentation across Lepidoptera.
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